
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL THE WAR OF THE WORLDS BY HGWELLS

The War of the Worlds, science fiction novel by H.G. Wells, first published serially by Pearson's Magazine in the U.K.
and by The Cosmopolitan.

When the narrator visits the crash site, he finds a crowd of about 20 people gathered around a large cylindrical
object embedded in a sand pit. It is narrated by a nameless protagonist, who seeks safety in the midst of the
relentless destruction caused by the Martians. Fighting soon breaks out between the soldiers and the Martians.
Wells manipulates the culture of the time and so creates a novel which preys upon their underlying feelings of
anxiety and resentment of the people they conquered. The Earth under the Martians[ edit ] At the beginning of
Book Two the narrator and the curate are plundering houses in search of food. The narrator's relations with the
curate deteriorate over time, and he eventually is forced to knock him unconscious to silence his now loud
ranting; but the curate is overheard outside by a Martian, who finally removes his unconscious body with one
of its handling machine tentacles. In this report, I will be discussing three of the most important terms of the
book: conflict, setting, and motif Wells Wells was born into a working class British family, the youngest of
four children. In , a radio adaptation of The War of the Worlds aired in America. He leaves, continuing on his
journey toward London. Ready to end it all, the narrator approaches a fighting-machineâ€”only to discover
that the Martian inside is already dead. The original idea for The War of the Worlds came from his brother
during one of these walks, pondering on what it might be like if alien beings were suddenly to descend on the
scene and start attacking its inhabitants. He also suggests that Mars, being an older world than the Earth, might
have become frozen and desolate, conditions that might encourage the Martians to find another planet on
which to settle. The idea of the future of humanity greatly fascinated Wells. Peter Beck's richly rewarding
study traces Wells's story from its origins in the s to its current status as cinema classic and multi-media icon.
There was a couple of events that inspired wells to write this story on of which was that in mars was
positioned particularly closely to earth, leading to great deal of observation and discussion As the narrator
observes, the English resistance does not last. Elphinstone and her younger sister-in-law, just in time to help
them fend off three men who are trying to rob them. Since Mrs Elphinstone's husband is missing, the three
continue on together. This was mistranslated into English as "canals" which, being artificial watercourses,
fuelled the belief in intelligent extraterrestrial life on the planet. Wells' War of the Worlds Essay - Martians are
trying to take over the world. And at times loss of hope. GradeSaver, 2 October Web. Modern scientific
understanding renders this idea impractical, as it would be difficult to control the trajectory of the gun
precisely, and the force of the explosion necessary to propel the cylinder from the Martian surface to the Earth
would likely kill the occupants. After a second Martian makes its way out of the cylinder, the narrator runs
away in terror. The narrator witnesses one of these flashes through a telescope at an observatory in Ottershaw,
Surrey , England. Sales of the novel continued to increase throughout the 20th century, and it is now widely
taught in schools. After observing the wreckage around the house, the stunned narrator begins walking toward
London. Lannamann, Taylor. Wells novels were science fiction, political, and social The Martians eventually
abandon the cylinder's crater, and the narrator emerges from the collapsed house where he had observed the
Martians up close during his ordeal; he then approaches West London.


